CHAPTER IV

FINDING AND DISCUSSION

This chapter presents the finding based on the questions. It shows the kinds of multiple violation which is violated by Monkey, D. Luffy. The first is to answer types of multiple violation of conversational maxims. The second is to answer the reason of violating maxim by Monkey D. Luffy.

4.1. Finding

In the One Piece comic Volume 51 “The Eleven Supernovas”. There were 15 utterances in the form of Turn-taking between Monkey D. Luffy and other character. In the data description, the reasercher tabulated the data as below :

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Violation</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>f%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Maxim of Quality and Maxim of Quantity</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Maxim of Quality and Maxim of Relation</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Maxim of Quantity and Maxim of Relation</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Maxim of Quantity and Maxim of Manner</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Maxim of Relation and Maxim of Manner</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The table showed that the multiple violations which was often violated were “Violation Maxim of Quantity and Maxim of Relation” had 40%. “Violation maxim of Quality and Maxim of Relation” and “Violation Maxim of Quantity and Maxim of Manner”. Both of them has percentage 20%. “Violation Maxim of Relation and Maxim of Manner” had 13% of the data. “Violation Maxim of Quality and Maxim of Quantity” had 7% of the data. The overall data which are counted as multiple violations are 15 data.

There are five types of multiple violation of conversational maxim that utters by Luffy in One Piece Comic Volume 51. By five types of multiple violation of conversational maxim, it consisted of fifteen utterances that violate the maxim. The detail explained reveals in findings. It also reveals the data about the reason of doing violating maxim that utter by Luffy.

The detail discussion on each of the multiple violation was provided in the following section. Some Excerpt were included in order to give clear description of each multiple violation. First, the researcher explain and describe each multiple violation that is done by Luffy, and second the researcher will give an explanation about the reason why Luffy does the violation.
4.1.1. Types of Multiple Violation

4.1.1.1. Multiple violation of Maxim of Quality and Maxim of Quantity

The researcher finds an utterance that do multiple violation maxim of Quality and Maxim of Quantity.

Excerpt 8

This excerpt is taken from picture 4.8

Duval: “I Apologize for all the trouble I have caused!!! Would that we had met under more pleasant circumstances!!!

Now, Let us away !!! My “Rosy life riders”!!!”

Luffy: “Yes, Handsome!!! Hurry up and Go…”
Duval who had lost from Luffy at the first, now he had a new face which was made by Sanji. Sanji made over Duval’s face because he realized about the face if Duval which was almost same with him. He made over Duval in order to make Duval had a different face like an illustration which he had to deceive the enemy, but when he knew Duval’s face was almost same he directly made over Duval’s face. Now Duval came back after his lost, he wanted to get the flying fish anymore by giving a help. He wanted to get Hacchin and the genks. He had changed his group became Rosy Life Riders. He came to Luffy and be an arrogant person who offered a helping to them. This conversation was happened between Duval and Luffy. Luffy violated maxim more than one which was called as multiple violation.

Luffy violated maxim of Quality and Maxim of Quantity. He violated maxim of Quality because he lied. Luffy answered “Yes Handsome !! Hurry up and Go…” in order He says that duval was handsome is only to make duval go away as fast as possible. He said “Yes Handsome!!” but actually Luffy did not want to admit that Duval was handsome. He did not want Duval exaggerates his face which was not too handsome as he said. He said it to make Duval statisfy and convidence that he was as handsome as he think.

Luffy also violated maxim of Quantity because he gave the less answer. He did not answer as expected by duval. He only gave the short answer. In the conversation before, Duval has offered an offering to help them and gave his phone number. Maybe they would need helping of Duval. But Luffy did not answer anything then Duval decided to go away and hoped that Luffy would say
something that was expected by Duval. Duval expected if Luffy would accept his offering. His offering also used as a mocking to Luffy because he had been so handsome. Luffy answer “Hurry up and Go…” . That was too short answer. It was better if Luffy said “Hurry up and you an go away from this place”. It was more clear and informative. Then Duval would understand of what you have done.

4.1.1.2. Multiple violation of Maxim of Quality and Maxim of Relation

Excerpt 5

Sanji : “Shit !! I don’t remember a thing!! Who the hell are you!!”

Luffy : “I …. Saw what’s under that mask …!!”

Sanji : “Really? Who the hell is he?”

Luffy : “I’ll show you right now !! don’t be surprised!! It’s a face you know too”
Sanji: “me too?!”
Luffy: “Oh Aghh!!!”

In the battle between the group of Luffy and the group of Duval. Duval wanted to attacked Luffy’s group to make the flying fish back to his group. Sanji who helped Luffy to attack Duval wanted to know how was the face of Duval behind the mask. Luffy who had known the face of Duval tried to make Sanji believe that he had known, but Sanji still wanted to know and looked at by his own eyes. After Luffy opened the mask. Sanji was surprised because the face of Duval was almost same with him. Sanji ever made an illustration about his face to make the navy could not catch him. Unfortunately, the face of Duval was almost same with his illustration and he was so surprised.

This conversation was happened between Luffy and Sanji. In this conversation Luffy violated Maxim of Quality because he said about something that was denied something. In the situation on the next page sanji did not know that the face of duval is almost same with him. Luffy asks sanji to believed about what he said that sanji knew about the face but it was not. Sanji asked “Really? Who the hell is he?”. It showed that Sanji wanted Luffy to give him know about the boy. Luffy denied to give him know in order to make Sanji knew it by himself. By saying “I’ll show you right now!” it meant that Luffy did not want to give the name but asked Sanji to saw it and made Sanji was waiting for the information.

Luffy also violated maxim of Relation because Luffy was hiding a fact about who was the boy behind the mask. Sanji asked Luffy who was the boy but Luffy answered “I’ll show you right now…..” it did not match with the question. Sanji expected that Luffy would give to know the name but Luffy anwered with other
response. Luffy was hiding the fact at the first to make Sanji was surprised and knew the fact by himself.

**Excerpt 11**

This excerpt is taken from picture 4.11

Shakuyaku: “But I’ve read the articles about the enies lobby incident. How much of it is true. I suppose the hoverment did pick a fight with you?”

**Luffy:** “Ah Cmon. It’d be boring to go over it all.”

Luffy’s group arrived in Shakky’s Rip-off Bar. After they could pass to Grove 13. They asked about Rayleigh. Shakky informed about the pirates to Luffy’s group, she told about The Eleven Supernovas, a group of pirates rookie which had a cost 100.000.000 who arrived in the Sabaody’s island at the same
time. Luffy told a lot with Shakky and they had a conversation in the table of the bar.

In this case, Luffy violated maxim of quality because he denied to talk about the incident and also the government. When Shakky told about the government, Luffy answered “Ah Cmon. It’d be boring to go over it all.” Shakky wanted to get the response from Luffy about the incident by asking the question but she did not get the response as her expectation.

Luffy also violated maxim of relation because he avoided to talk about the incident. By changing the conversation, he denied and also avoided to talk about the unimportant thing for him. He says “boring” it means that he does not want to talk about it and want to change the topic.

![Picture 4.12](image-url)
Excerpt 12

This excerpt is taken from picture 4.12

Shakuyaki: “Let's see...... he's likely to be within Groves 1 to 29. After all, he's notorious enough himself; he couldn't let his guard down around Marines and if he’s not within there .... Anywhere else .. he does like the “Shanbondy park”.”

Luffy: “The Amusement park !! Let’s start there ----- !!!”

Shakuyaki who was well-known as Shakky was a wife of Rayleigh. Rayleigh was a person who was looked for by Luffy’s group to help them pass the fish island. Fish island was a mysterious island in Shabondy. Shakky said that Luffy had to look him for in the Shanbondy park, he would not go anywhere because the government was looking for him and Luffy was excited to go to the park.

This conversation was happened between Shakky and Luffy. Luffy violated maxim of Quality and maxim of Relation. In this case, he violated maxim of Quality because he denied to talk about his grandfather who was talking by Shakky before. By saying “Let’s start there” could be the sign that he did not want to talk it more. He did not want to go to park as soon as possible to cut the conversation about.

He also violated maxim of Relation because he changed the topic and his response about Shakky’s statement was unmatch. Luffy answered “The amusement park”. That was unmatched because Shakky told about Shabondy park to find him, but Luffy thought that he could play and had an enjoyable thing there and forget about his mission to find Rayleigh.
4.1.1.3. Multiple violation of Maxim of Quantity and Maxim of Relation

There are three utterances that is found in this comic which is Luffy violates maxim of Quantity and Maxim of Relation at the same time in one statement.

Excerpt 1

This excerpt is taken from picture 4.1

Sanji: “I’ve definitely heard that voice before ….. and that silhouette … Nami, what do you think?”

Nami: “Mmmm…… There’s something very suspicious … about him …”

Luffy: “Whassat?”

The adventure was begun by battle with the flying fish. Luffy’s group was attacked by Duval. Duval was a captain of Flying fish. Duval caught Hacchin as a
resistance in flying fish’s group. Hacchin’s friend such as Pappug and Camie tried to find a help which could lose Hacchin. Luffy’s group came to help although at the first they were hesistant. This conversation was happened between Luffy, Nami and Sanji.

In this case Luffy violated maxim of Quantity and Maxim of Relation. Sanji and Nami were talking about the thing which happened to hacchin. How could be hacchin become the black one. Sanji tried to response and think that the silhouette and the voice he knew before then he asked to Nami. Name responded by giving a statement that she was suspicious about him, but Luffy gave the uninformative response by asking back “wassat?” to Nami about what they are talking about and give too short answer that was unclear.

Luffy violated maxim of Relation because his answer was unmatch with the statement that was given by Nami. His response liked he did not know anything about what they were talking about. But the fact he understood about what they said. “wassat?” signed that Luffy did not understand about what Nami and Sanji said about and it showed that he was confused about what was happened.
Usop: “Interesting… You’ve been through quite a lot ….”
Luffy: “so wait, that takoyaki-seller “hacchin” was you all day along? That crazy octo-wachi from arlong’s crew-?!?!! Like well we’d come and save a guy like you, dumbass!!”

Hacchin who was locked by Duval asked helping and Pappug asked Luffy to help them. There was a pirates which was become a criminal. Luffy’s group thought that the pirates had been caught by navy but it had not been happened and the criminal was Duval. Captain of Flying fish.

In this conversation, Luffy violated maxim of Quantity and maxim of Relation. Luffy said “so wait, that takoyaki-seller “hacchin” was you all day
along? That crazy octo-wachi from arlong’s crew-?!! Like well we’d come and save a guy like you, dumbass!!!”. He talked too much for responding the statement of usop and his response was uninformative and unclear. His response was like want to get something by not paying attention of what he said and what was expected as a respon for usop. By giving too much information it gives the lack of information that usop’s need.

Luffy violated maxim of manner, he said “That crazy octo-wachi from arlong’s crew-?!!” Luffy exaggerates about arlong’s group. Actually usop and other were talking Arlong as usual and nothing different. His group had to be caught but Luffy exaggerates by pointing octo as the followers of arlong’s group.

Picture 4.9
Excerpt 9

This excerpt is taken from picture 4.9

Hacchani: “If you do anything to get yourself noticed. They’ll all be after you in an instant. … So I’d advise you to be careful.”

Luffy: “Sure. hey when did you get that wound?”

Luffy and his group has arrived in a bubble island. Luffy wanted to go anywhere and he looked like so happy. Luffy was noticed by Hacchani to did not do an unimportant thing and he had to be careful.

This conversation happened between hacchani and Luffy. In this case Luffy violates maxim of Quantity. He only answer “sure” for the statement above it is too short although his answered was suitable but his answered was too short. It was better if he said “sure, so do you” and give the uninformatife question that is out of the the topic that they are talking about. He tried to ask “hey when did you get that wound?” it was about the pain in hacchani’s head. It means that he tried to changes the topic indirectly from the conversation. It was called as violating maxim of relation. The question that he asked was unmatch with the topic before.
Excerpt 7

This excerpt is taken from picture 4.7

Pappug : “I know, Right? Hacchin makes the best Takoyaki in the world, Right?”
Luffy : “I Can’t Stop!! I Can’t stop eating this takoyaki is too good!!!”
Sanji : “It certainly is good stuff… How does he get this depth of flavour into the sauce?”
Usop : “There’s just something great about a food stall at sea, huh?”
TonyTony: “MMMMNHMHMNMGHMWWHH!!”
Brook : “I admit, this is my first experiencing the wonders of takoyaki. It certainly is delicious~~~!!!”
This conversation happened in a room which was used to eat by the people in the ship. Luffy, Sanji, Usop, TonyTony, and Brook were eating Takoyaki which was made by Hacchin. They felt that Takoyaki which is made by Hacchin was the best Takoyaki they ever ate. On the table they have a conversation. They talked about how Hacchin could cook a delicious Takoyaki. Hacchin served Takoyaki because they had helped Hacchin and the gank to be free from Duval. Duval was a criminal that always caught the flying fish. Sanji was one of the person who asked about Takoyaki. Takoyaki was one of the delicious food and made Sanji ate a lot. Sanji asked “How does he get this depth of flavour into the sauce?” to Hacchin. But Hacchin did not respond of what he said.

Pappug said “I know, Right? Hacchin makes the best Takoyaki in the world, Right?” but Luffy answered with the unsuitable answer. Luffy answered “I Can’t Stop!! I Can’t stop eating this takoyaki is too good!!!” it violated maxim of relation and maxim of quantity. His answer did not have relation with what Pappug said. He also violated maxim of quantity because he said too much. He should answer yes or no” but he answered with the unsuitable answer.
Excerpt 10

This excerpt is taken from picture 4.10

Usop: “Luffy.”

Luffy: “Run! A big guy’s coming!!”

Haccani: “A big Guy! Does he have an iron mask?”

Luffy: “A cow! It’s that mask guy!! And a cow!!”

After the battle between Luffy and Duval. It coninued to the next battle between Luffy and the Flying Fish. Luffy come to the base of sea. He found a big monster then he came to the land and ran as fast as he can. Hacchani asked to him and he did not pay attention to him. Usop called Luffy but Luffy answered with
the unmatch answer. He answered “Run! A big guy’s coming!!” Luffy violated maxim of manner because his answer was unmatch.

He also violated maxim of Quantity because he talked too much. Usop only called him but Luffy answered with the short answered “Run! A big guy’s coming!!” without any explanation about what he said. He made his statement uninformative.

Excerpt 15

This excerpt is taken from picture 4.10

Usop : “Luffy.”
Luffy : “Run! A big guy’s coming!!”
Haccani : “A big Guy! Does he have an iron mask?”
Luffy : “A cow! It’s that mask guy!! And a cow!!”

After the battle between Luffy and Duval. It continued to the next battle between Luffy and the Flying Fish. Luffy come to the base of sea. He found a big monster then he came to the land and ran as fast as he can. Hacchani asked to him and he did not pay attention to him.

Luffy violated maxim of quantity and maxim of relation because he talked too much. Haccani only asked “Does he have an iron mask?”. Luffy should answer “yes or no” but Luffy answered with the addition sentence which could make it uninformative. He also violated maxim of relation because it did not have any relevant with the question. The question asked about the mask but Luffy answered about the cow.
4.1.1.4. Multiple violation of Maxim of Quantity and Maxim of Manner

There are two utterances that was found in this comic which was Luffy violated maxim of Quantity and Maxim of Manner at the same time in one statement.

Excerpt 3

This excerpt is taken from picture 4.3

Nami : “It’s really great”

Hacchani : “really ?? really ??”

Luffy : “Hmm !”
This conversation happened in a room which was used to eat by the people in the ship. Luffy, Sanji, Usop, TonyTony, and Brook were eating Takoyaki which was made by Hacchin. They felt that Takoyaki which is made by Hacchin was the best Takoyaki they ever ate. On the table they have a conversation. They talked about how Hacchin could cook a delicious Takoyaki. Hacchin served Takoyaki because they had helped Hacchin and the gank to be free from Duval. Duval was a criminal that always caught the flying fish. Sanji was one of the person who asked about Takoyaki. Takoyaki was one of the delicious food and made sanji ate a lot. Nami praised Hacchin by saying “it’s really great!!” and Hacchin was so happy and asked to other how was their opinion about his Takoyaki.

In this case Luffy’s answer violated two multiple maxims at the same time, maxim of quantity and maxim of manner. Luffy violated maxim of relation because he gave the short answer “mmm” which was not clear. The short answer could not give the clear meaning of what he wanted to say or what he felt. The short answer was included into violating maxim of quantity. The short answer also made The hearer would not understanding with his answer. It could make the ambiguous interpreting for the hearer because his answer was too short. Luffy’s answer could interpret as a good or bad comment.
Excerpt 13

This excerpt is taken from picture 4.13

Pappug : “you did it !?? Luffy-chin, you’re so strong!!”

Luffy : “All right !! Like Hell I’d lose … to you guys !!”

Luffy defeated the enemy by the big Bazooka. Pappug and Luffy met a lot of hunter who wanted to hunt Luffy because Luffy was the second highest price. The people who could bring Luffy and Killed Luffy they would get 85.000.000 Barry. The situation was Luffy and Pappug were attacked by the pirates then Luffy could help them by the Bazooka. Pappug prided Luffy by saying “you did
it!?? Luffy-chin, you’re so strong!!” but unfortunately Luffy’s answer was violating the maxim.

In this case Luffy violated maxim of Quantity and Maxim of Manner because Luffy gave the unimportant word, he talked too much and made his statement was uninformative. He said “All right !! Like Hell I’d lose … to you guys !!”. actually by answering “alright”was enough but Luffy exaggerates his power which could defeat the pirates hunter. His statement violated maxim of manner also because he exaggerates his word and he says like that because he has been praised by pappug.
Excerpt 6
This excerpt is taken from picture 4.6

Shakuyaku: “When you first entered the grandline... you chose one of the five paths leading from the entrance, and you followed that log all the way here, I suppose?”

Luffy: “Yeah”

Shakuyaku and Luffy were talking about Rayleigh. Luffy had a planned to use Rayleigh to help them in Fish island. They also talked about the pirates hunter. Shaky said that the last she found eleven pirates hunter were died and there were a lot of pirates hunter who wanted to hunt the ten top highest price. One of them was Luffy. Luffy was the second highest price who could kill him. They would get 85,000,000 Barry.

Shakuyaku also explained about the route which Luffy had to pass. She explained clearly “When you first entered the grandline... you chose one of the five paths leading from the entrance, and you followed that log all the way here, I suppose?” and explained about the place where Rayleigh lived, but Luffy answered “Yeah”. It could be meant a lot of meaning. It was too short answer. It violated maxim of quantity because he answered with the short answer although it was to the point. He should explained little answered or might be giving a short explanation if he understood of what Shakky said. He also violated maxim of manner because he gave the ambiguous answer. He knew or not about what Shakky said. “Yeah” could be meant understood or might be just want to get she explained more.
4.1.1.5. Multiple violation of Maxim of Relation and Maxim of Manner

The researcher finds an utterance that do multiple violation maxim of Quality and Maxim of Quantity.

Excerpt 4

This excerpt is taken from picture 4.4

Tansui and Gyaro: “We’re getting Cami back!!!”

Luffy: “Come and Get her Flying fish !!!”

Cami: “Stretch “em –!! Go for it, Luffy Chi-----n !!!”

Luffy defeated flying fishand also the captain of flying fish. The captain was Duval. Luffy could safe Nami from them and they wanted Nami back, but Luffy would not give her back and asked them to had a battle with Luffy. Luffy wanted
the flying fish came and had a battle with him. Tansui and Gyaro said “We’re getting Cami back”.

Luffy in this case had to be answer with the suitable answer but unfortunately Luffy’s statement violated maxim of manner and maxim of relation because his statement could make the wrong causality and made the unexpected answer happened. “come and Get here Flying fish” could be meant that Luffy want them be the part of his group or maybe he could be have a battle. His statement could give the causality they came and took name back without having battle with Luffy.

His statement make his responser made an exaggerates statement and make an ambiguous statement. Like what had been said by Nami “Stretc --!! Go for it, Luffy Chi---n !!!”. Nami exaggerates Luffy like her hero.

Excerpt 14
This Excerpt is taken from picture 4.8
Duval : “well, then young master and friends !! this is my den –den mushi number; accept it gracefully! Call me if ever you need a hand, and I shall do whatever is in my power!!!”

Luffy : “…………

Duval had been more handsome than before. After Luffy opened his mask and sanji was surprised because of his face. Duval came back

Luffy violates maxim of manner and maxim of relation. Because he does not answer anything statement. He does not give any response just keep silent and does not know about what he will do next. He gives a silent answer it means that his answer still give an ambiguity response that cannot be answered by other people.
4.1.2. The Reason of Lying of Crisstoffersen’s classification

Excerpt 8

This excerpt is taken from picture 4.8

Duval: “Now, Let us away !!! My “Rosy life riders”!!!”

Luffy: “Yes, Handsome!!!”

Luffy violated maxim of Quality and Maxim of Quantity. He violated maxim of Quality because he lied. Luffy answered “Yes Handsome!! Hurry up and Go…” in order he says that duval was handsome is only to make duval go away as fast as possible. He said “Yes Handsome!!” but actually Luffy did not want to admit that Duval was handsome. He did not want Duval exaggerates his face which was not too handsome as he said. He said it to make Duval statisfy and convidence that he was as handsome as he think.

Luffy also violated maxim of Quantity because he gave the less answer. He did not answer as expected by duval. He only gave the short answer. In the conversation before, Duval has offered an offering to help them and gave his phone number. Maybe they would need helping of Duval. But Luffy did not answer anything then Duval decided to go away and hoped that Luffy would say something that was expected by Duval. Duval expected if Luffy would accept his offering. His offering also used as a mocking to Luffy because he had been so handsome. Luffy answer “Hurry up and Go…” That was too short answer. It was better if Luffy said “Hurry up and you an go away from this place”. It was more clear and informative. Then Duval would understand of what you have done.

Luffy says handsome to duval in order to make duval go away as soon as possible. In Christoffersen’s classification, he hides the truth and Statisfying the
hearer and convincing the hearer. Luffy said it to make Duval statisfy about what he said and go out as soon as possible. Luffy was annoyed because of what Duval did to him. By speaking too short he hoped Duval could be as soon as possible to go away and left him alone.

**Excerpt 5**

This excerpt is taken from picture 4.5

Sanji : Shit !! I don’t remember a thing!! Who the hell are you!!

Luffy : “I …. Saw what’s under that mask ….!”

Sanji : “Really? Who the hell is he?”

**Luffy : “I’ll show you right now !! don’t be surprised!! It’s a face you know too”**

Sanji : “me too?!”

Luffy : “OH Ahhh!!”

Luffy violated Maxim of Quality because he said about something that was denied something. In the situation on the next page sanji did not know that the face of duval is almost same with him. Luffy asks sanji to believed about what he said that sanji knew about the face but it was not. Sanji asked “Really? Who the hell is he?”. It showed that Sanji wanted Luffy to give him know about the boy. Luffy denied to give him know in order to make Sanji knew it by himself. By saying “I’ll show you right now!” it meant that Luffy did not want to give the name but asked Sanji to saw it and made Sanji was waiting for the information.

Luffy also violated maxim of Relation because Luffy was hiding a fact about who was the boy behind the mask. Sanji asked Luffy who was the boy but Luffy answered “I’ll show you right now…..” it did not match with the question. Sanji expected that Luffy would give to know the name but Luffy anwered with other
response. Luffy was hiding the fact at the first to make Sanji was surprised and knew the fact by himself.

The reason of Luffy to give the statement which was spoken by Luffy was used to build one’s belief. In order when he says it Sanji belief of what he said.

**Excerpt 11**

This Excerpt is taken from picture 4.11

Shakuyaku : “But I’ve read the articles about the enies lobby incident. How much of it is true. I suppose the government did pick a fight with you?”

**Luffy : “Ah Cmon. It’d be boring to go over it all.”**

Luffy violated maxim of quality because he denied to talk about the incident and also the government. When Shakky told about the government, Luffy answered “Ah Cmon. It’d be boring to go over it all.” Shakky wanted to get the response from Luffy about the incident by asking the question but she did not get the response as her expectation.

Luffy also violated maxim of relation because he avoided to talk about the incident. By changing the conversation, he denied and also avoided to talk about the unimportant thing for him. He says “boring” it means that he does not want to talk about it and want to change the topic.

Luffy has a reason to lie. He tries to changes the topic because he want to hides the truth about his grandfather and want to hide from the government. He does not want to be a pirates which is looked for by the government.
**Excerpt 12**

This Excerpt is taken from picture 4.12

Shakuyaki: And if he’s not within there .... Anywhere else .. he does like the “Shanbondy park”

**Luffy : The Amusement park !! Let’s start there ----- !!!**

This conversation was happened between Shakky and Luffy. Luffy violated maxim of Quality and maxim of Relation. In this case, he violated maxim of Quality because he denied to talk about his grandfather who was talking by Shakky before. By saying “Let’s start there” could be the sign that he did not want to talk it more. He did not want to go to park as soon as possible to cut the conversation about.

He also violated maxim of Relation because he changed the topic and his response about Shakky’s statement was unmatch. Luffy answered “The amusement park”. That was unmatched because Shakky told about Shabondy park to find him, but Luffy thought that he could play and had an enjoyable thing there and forget about his mission to finf Rayleigh.

Luffy says that because has a reason, he saves his faces in order to hide the truth about his grand father and makes the spesaker (Shakuyaki) believe if he will look for the person that they are talking about.

**Excerpt 1**

This conversation was taken from picture 4.1

Usop : “Interesting… You’ve been through quite a lot …. “

Luffy : “So wait, that takoyaki-seller “hacchin” was you all day along? That crazy octo-wachi from arlong’s crew-?!? Like well we’d come and save a guy like you, dumbass!!!”
Luffy’s statement is lying but the reason to say it because he wants to build the one’s belief that he will help them if they can make a good takoyaki. Although it will be happened or not.

**Excerpt 3**

This Excerpt is taken from picture 4.3

Nami : It’s really great
Hacchani : really ?? really ??

**Luffy : Hmm !**

In this case Luffy’s answer violated two multiple maxims at the same time, maxim of quantity and maxim of manner. Luffy violated maxim of relation because he gave the short answer “mmm” which was not clear. The short answer could not give the clear meaning of what he wanted to say or what he felt. The short answer was included into violating maxim of quantity. The short answer also made The hearer would not understanding with his answer. It could make the ambiguous interpreting for the hearer because his answer was too short. Luffy’s answer could interpret as a good or bad comment.

He just say hmm to make the seller keep silent and do not ask again, in chrisstofersen it is called as cheer the hearer and make the hearer give a good response. Although what he eats tastes good or not.

**Excerpt 13**

This Excerpt is taken from picture 4.13

Pappug : “you did it !?? Luffy-chin, you’re so strong!!”

**Luffy : “All right !! Like Hell I’d lose ... to you guys !!”**

In this case Luffy violated maxim of Quantity and Maxim of Manner because Luffy gave the unimportant word, he talked too much and made his
statement was uninformative. He said “All right !! Like Hell I’d lose … to you guys !!”. actually by answering “alright”was enough but Luffy exaggerates his power which could defeat the pirates hunter. His statement violated maxim of manner also because he exaggerates his word and he says like that because he has been praised by pappug.

Luffy says it to pappug about something that he does is so incredible and make pappug happy of what he says. And he can give the answer like what pappug’s expected.

**Excerpt 10**

This Excerpt is taken from picture 4.10

Tansui and Gyaro : “We’re getting Cami back!!!”

**Luffy** : “**Come and Get her Flying fish !!!**”

Cami : “Stretch “em --!! Go for it, Luffy Chi-----n !!!”

Luffy in this case had to be answer with the suitable answer but unfortunately Luffy’s statement violated maxim of manner and maxim of relation because his statement could make the wrong causality and made the unexpected answer happened. “come and Get here Flying fish” could be meant that Luffy want them be the part of his group or maybe he could be have a battle. His statement could give the causality they came and took name back without having battle with Luffy.

His statement make his responser made an exaggerates statement and make an ambiguous statement. Like what had been said by Nami “Stretch em --!! Go for it, Luffy Chi-----n !!!”. Nami exaggerates Luffy like her hero.
Luffy tries to catch the flying fish to make Cami astonished to him. He said the statement that can make Cami so happy. It is called as satisfying the hearer.

4.2. Discussion

One Piece was one of the example movies that contains multiple violation of maxim. Luffy’s utterance that appeared in One Piece was interesting to be discussed because it contained multiple violating maxim. Luffy in One Piece Comic volume 51, he made 15 utterance that has multiple violation. It consisted of one multiple violation maxim of quality and maxim of quantity, three multiple violation of maxim of Quality and Maxim of Quantity, six data of multiple violation of maxim of Quantity and Maxim of Relation. Three data of multiple violation maxim of Quantity and Maxim of Manner. The last one data of multiple violation Maxim of Relation and Maxim of Manner.

The important thing to know about the context of what we read or what we watched. It helped the reader to understand if the speaker violated the maxim even the speaker did multiple violation more than two violation. If the reader did not understand the context the reader got misunderstanding what the meaning of the context.

Furthermore, the previous studies were different with this research. The study of Sri Retno entitled “the one with that could have been”. She focused on humors as the deviation of the cooperative principle and its maxim. Another study is focused on flouting maxim in a movie by finding the flouting in the main character by Agus. The last was previous study from journal which is written by
Liska, *et al* focused on the flouting maxim in one maxim, it is maxim of quantity in Conan’s comic.

From the previous studies and this research, the researcher hoped this research gave contribution to develop our knowledge about linguistic especially in pragmatic field. Then, the researcher hoped after read this research the reader could understand well about the cooperative principle and its maxim. The reader who had read this research could avoid to do violation or even multiple violation in their daily conversation even spoken or written. Except they had certain reason to violate it in their communication because cooperative principle could be guidances to make our utterance understood by the listener.